
Summary:   High level sources are saying that the funding for the Tier 4 (including the 800 numbers) are scheduled to 

start within the next 3 days.  This will only be postponed in case of serious political or security problems.  YES, we 

have had a week’s delay due to some security issues, but things are moving forward again. 

 

John of  OWoN says that POTUS is going to have a COME TO JESUS meeting with the Dems, when he will reveal a lot of 

their crimes and the proof thereof to them.  This will be around the 12th.  John believes no rv until then. 

 

AD: I had previously offered an invitation to my readers to participate in a world-wide trial of a new payment system.  

Invitees can sign up and get free currency, to use to pay for things in this new system.  It doesn’t cost anything to sign 

up, nor to use the currency (Called Initiative Q—it has nothing to do with Q Anon).  There are no obligations, either.  I 

now have received several more FREE slots for new invitees.  Previous invitees now can also invite people.   

You can participate by clicking my invitation link: https://initiativeq.com/invite/SPabj_5Nm  

 

PREVIOUS PARTICIPANTS ARE REMINDED THAT THEY NOW PROBABLY ALSO HAVE NEW INVITATIONS THEY CAN USE. 

NEW INVITEES:  Please send a note here informing me when you sign up, so I can confirm your spot.  Thank you! 

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

 

Dems’ Come To Jesus Meeting with POTUS on or around 9/11 Anniversary 

johnFriday, September 7, 2018 at 12:24:00 PM MDT 

 News for all key parties. POTUS has a meeting with the key Demo Rat Leaders targeted for 12 September or soon after. 

Each will be presented with a full file of Demo crimes, of each Administration. Who, when how much and where now! 

Consequences! What will the terms be now? Only after then will the POTUS now move to releases. Clear? As Demos first 

move, in a Bowel Rush to the door. Fools about to part with their Crown Jewels. That's thanks to your choice of Gods, 

serious Patriots in the WH and Agencies, each are helping now. We have had this through the day. Demos- IN PLAY! D 

Day ! Yes to Hard Ball, and time for removal!  

 

Read more at: https://www.oneworldofnations.com/2018/09/active-comment-section-6-september-2018.html 

OWoN © All Rights Reserved  

 

LIMITED EXCHANGE TIME FOR ZIM 
 

I strongly advise you all to at least pay some attention to the Summary portion of these posts.  It appears to me that 

there will be NO exchange/redemption of the Zimbabwe currency/bond after about 31 days from the release of the 

RV.  That is for the “Tier 5” people, or the “John Q Public” zim holders, or the unaware currency holders.  Those are all 

terms for those currency holders who do not pay attention to the news of the RV/GCR.  These people will still be able to 

exchange Dinars, Dong, Rials, and other currencies, but THERE WILL BE A TERMINATION of the handling of the ZIM. 
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For those of you who only occasionally pay attention to what is going on, if you find out about the RV being underway, 

there is a whole month in which you will be able to get an appointment and exchange, or redeem, your zim.  But if you 

miss that 31 day window, YOU WILL NO LONGER BE ABLE TO EXCHANGE.  That is the situation as far as we understand 

it today. 

 

 

 

WIKILEAKS BOMBSHELL: ‘IF TRUMP DOESN’T TAKE CLINTON 

DOWN, WE WILL’  
“Hillary Clinton’s crimes will not go unpunished. If she is not formally charged for mishandling sensitive material 

we will have no choice but to release proof that she is guilty of high treason against the United States for 

selling patented military secrets to the Saudi Arabian government. We also have proof that she is guilty of 

crimes against Russia,  
 

Uzbekistan, Lithuania, Caledonia and Brazil. The United States would be doing her a favor by putting her in 

prison and saving her from the severe punishments several of these nations would impose.” 

https://usnpolitics.blogspot.com/2018/09/wikileaks-bombshell-if-trump-doesnt.html?m=1  

 

 

 

 

The Cosmic Implications of Mind Control with Dr. Joseph Farrell 

a good book by joseph farrel , cosmic implications of mind control and implications of 

breaking free from it   - short article by catherine austin fitts :  https://mailchi.mp/solari/the-cosmic-

implications-of-mind-control-with-dr-joseph-farrell-sept-6th?e=1293479bed  

 

https://gizadeathstar.com/promotions/  

 

 

 

FBI released Uranium One documents. 
I think someone's in trouble...from a quick scan Ms Clinton's name appears to begin on page 10 and 

continues throughout the rest.   

Uranium One Transaction Part 01 of 01 

https://vault.fbi.gov/uranium-one-transaction/uranium-one-transaction-part-01-of-01/view  

 

 

Simon Parkes discusses Disabling US Spy Satellites and Draining the USA Swamp 
https://www.simonparkes.org/online-broadcasts-2018   Watch the first 10 min 
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The Real John McCain vs. the Current Media 
Legend.                 August 30, 2018 by David Blackmon 

The Evening Campaign Update 

(Because The Campaign Never Ends) 

[Note:  I’ve been criticized quite a bit this week for being too nice in the things I’ve written about John McCain 
following his death.  That’s fine – I never served in the military and thus am quite reluctant to be overly critical of 
anyone who did.  Still, the media’s absurd hero-worship of McCain as a tool for beating President Trump about 
the head has grated on me, as it has many readers.  Earlier today, I received the text below in an email from a 
friend who has himself served our country in stellar fashion in the U.S. Navy for many years as a Naval Aviator 
and combat pilot.  I’ll let this man’s words speak for themselves.] 

  

The more you know about the real-life of John McCain, the less likely you are to want to honor him at his funeral.  It 
seems that his dying wishes of excluding some who knew him best might simply be out of fear that they would speak the 
truth about him, instead of the more popular mythology. 

John S. McCain was born with two silver spoons in his mouth.  His grandfather was a 4-Star Admiral as well as his 
Father.  He tapped into his family legacy for an appointment to the US Naval Academy where he was a terrible student 
fraught with poor grades and demerits.  He graduated at the bottom of his class at Annapolis (894 of 899) and again only 
his family connections can explain that low of a graduate obtaining a coveted slot in flight school.  His flying career 
validated the Navy’s standard pilot selection criteria, as this family “golden boy” crashed two aircraft and destroyed a third 
out of negligence and “flat-hatting”. (He flew one into the water, he ran out of gas on the way home from the Army/Navy 
game, and he clipped power lines in a 3rd).  Your standard pilot would never would have been allowed to keep flying with 
even one of his incidents of incompetence, but the Admiral’s son got promoted. 

Again working his family connections, he worked a transfer from an A-1 unit to an A-4 squadron where he again found 
himself over his head.  Green in the aircraft, inexperienced in the tactics, and disliked by his squadron-mates, he forced 
his way to the head of the line to lead the mission of his famous shoot-down. 

—-Let’s be clear.  It took giant brass balls to fly these missions.  Everyone who has ever strapped on a military aircraft 
and taken off from a ship to fly into combat deserves at least a modicum of respect.  Still, the truth about what happened 
is important.—– 

With that said, there is no doubt that John McCain was shot down due largely to his own incompetence as a pilot.  In his 
own book, he admitted that he didn’t follow proper procedures for a missile warning, and his squadron-mates refute his 
account of the shoot down.  He claims that he disregarded the missile warning to get his bombs off.  Witnesses and the 
official report show that he failed to pull out at the proper altitude and was shot down by AAA.  Both accounts add up to 
pilot error. 

While in captivity, John McCain recorded propaganda to be used against the United States, he gave information that 
endangered (and likely cost) the lives of other Americans, and used his father’s position for preferential treatment while in 
captivity.  Some of those recordings are available in the National Archives, others remain classified.  Many are used to 
teach current officers what examples of the US Code of Conduct for POWs would be.  McCain’s conduct in captivity was 
much closer to that of Bowe Bergdahl than it was Louis Zamperini. 

When McCain got home, he used the fame brought about by his father’s position to live a “rock star” life.  Instead of 
happily reuniting with his wife and three children, he had multiple affairs, abandoned his family and married his wealthy 
mistress less than a month after his divorce.  His conduct is even more disgusting because it was largely due to the fact 
that his wife had been in a car accident.  He didn’t just leave a woman who he had grown apart from due to the stress of 
war.  He abandoned the badly injured mother of his children because a wealthy pretty alternative was available. 

McCain then he used his celebrity and dubious “hero” status to get into a political office where he sold his support to the 
highest bidder for the rest of his life.  The media gave him the nickname of “Maverick”, since he would often go against his 
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party.  The name “Turn Coat” would be much more fitting.  McCain voted against improving the VA, while somehow 
amassing a $13+ million-dollar fortune as a retired officer on a disability pension plus a senator’s salary.  Pretty neat trick 
for a “public servant” to be insanely rich, especially when his prenuptial agreement with his wealthy 2nd wife mandated 
total separation of finances. 

It makes me want to vomit that there is discussion about appointing one of McCain’s daughters to his Senate 
Seat.  Family connections alone got a terrible student (894 out of 899 at the Naval Academy) a pilot slot that he didn’t 
earn.  Family connections alone propped up John S. McCain when he destroyed three aircraft out of negligence.  Family 
connections alone kept John S. McCain from being kicked out of the Navy for his personal conduct after he returned from 
Vietnam (adultery is punishable by the UCMJ, and his conduct would have been career killer in today’s Navy).  The 
McCain family produced two four star admirals who were outstanding Naval Officers. For goodness sake though, the 
McCain family has cashed in plenty on those men’s accomplishments.  John McCain’s failures at every position he has 
ever held are a case study in the dangers of nepotism.  It is time for this family’s influence to end. 

John McCain was a fraud when he was alive, and the mythology after his death is even sillier.  The liberal media loves 
him because his last act in congress was to prevent a milestone accomplishment for President Trump when McCain 
betrayed Republicans and voted “thumbs down” to the repeal of Obamacare.  Somehow, again, voting against something 
that you campaigned for made John a “Maverick” and not a “Traitor”. 

There are good and honest men with much more modest “accomplishments” due to the simple facts that they didn’t have 
a powerful father, and they refused to stray from their principles.  You can find them at your local fire station, VFW, Legion 
Post, School Board, and coaching youth sports.  You find them married to wives they took vows to, and raising children 
they love and cherish.  You can find them earning honest wages in business or in service.  All of these men have values 
and character that was NEVER displayed by John McCain. 

The more anyone knows about John McCain, the less there is to like. 
 

 

 

 

PBS Documentary Gives Virtual Proof NSA Could Have Stopped 9/11, But Didn't 

This message is also available at this link. 

Dear friends, 

 

The Spy Factory is a penetrating documentary produced by PBS Nova which gives virtual proof that the NSA 
could have stopped 9/11.  

Based largely on the excellent work of bestselling author and former ABC News investigative producer James 
Bamford, The Spy Factory leaves no doubt that the NSA was following several of the alleged hijackers for many 
months before 9/11 and refused to share the vital information they gathered with the FBI or CIA. 

Among the many other strange incidents presented is how starting in 1996, the NSA was able to listen 
in on all of Osama bin Laden's private phone conversations with Al Qaeda's headquarters in Yemen. As 

https://www.wanttoknow.info/911/spy-factory-9-11-pbs
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Bamford states towards the end of the documentary, "the NSA had all the information it needed to stop the 
hijackers." 

James Bamford is the intrepid journalist who broke the story on Operation Northwoods. He presented 
declassified documents on this top secret operation revealing that "in the early 1960s, America's top military 
leaders reportedly drafted plans to kill innocent people and commit acts of terrorism in U.S. cities to create public 
support for a war against Cuba" (see ABC News article here). Though this shocking news was reported on ABC, 
no other major network picked up the story.  

The astonishing Northwoods documents show that the top Pentagon generals were willing to kill US civilians 
and falsely blame it on the Cubans as a ruse to get the American public to support war against Cuba. In the 
same fashion, could 9/11 have in some way been a means to get the US involved in a never-ending war in the 
Middle East?  

In the beautifully produced, 52-minute PBS documentary Spy Factory, interviews with Bamford and 
numerous former officials of the NSA show that we are far from understanding all that happened on that 
fateful day. 

To watch the full revealing video, click on this link: 
https://www.personalgrowthcourses.net/video/911/spy-factory-pbs-nova  

Among those calling for a new, impartial investigation of 9/11 are 50 government and military officials, over 3,000 
architects and engineers, over 100 professors, 250 pilots and aviation officials, and 300 9/11 survivors and family 
members. As detailed in the links provided, they have all publicly stated that the 9/11 Commission Report is 
fatally flawed. Among these respected individuals are two former U.S. Senators, a former FBI director, the former 
president of Italy, and many more.  

Hundreds of major media articles also raise serious questions about the official story of 9/11. You can 
find a two-page summary of dozens of these articles with links for verification at this link. A longer ten-page 
summary at this link goes into much more detail.  

For an abundance of other reliable, verifiable information suggesting a major cover-up of 9/11, explore the 
resources in the "What you can do" section immediately below. Thanks for caring. By joining together and 
spreading the word, we can make a big difference. 

With best wishes for a transformed world, 
Fred Burks for the PEERS empowerment websites 
Former White House interpreter and whistleblower  
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